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MEMORIES
OF
TIME OUT
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WHAT ARE YOUR MEMORIES
OF TIME OUT?
In July this year Time Out will be celebrating it’s 18th Anniversary.
Memories are so special in our lives & I am inviting you to let me
have your special ones!
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To whet your appetite I’ve put some ‘oldies’ photos—YES, the
girls, and their photos, of some of the special times we’ve had
together - on pages 1 and 4 of this newsletter!

JUNE:
Kikka in
Paarl
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Dig back in your grey matter and put pen to paper (you
might even have photos that you’d like to share with me) and let me
have your special memories of Time Out & Traveltime by no later than 1st July.

JULY:
Time Out
is 18
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MAY:
Paternoster

WOW:
how we’ve
all changed!

1st April ‘18
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Coach will leave
Constantia at

08h45 and
Tableview at
09h30

Our day in Paternoster & our 2nd visit
to Mondvol, just outside Paternoster
Our day on the 31st May will allow some time to browse the
village of Paternoster. We should arrive there by about
11h15 - this will give you enough time to have a coffee / a
short stroll along the beach, and by 12h30 we will head out
of town to MONDVOL. Here Alex and Charmaine have
opened a new restaurant cum coffee shop’. Remember how
they treated us when we visited them in 2013 at their old
restaurant, on the way to Trekkoskraal (along that sand
road!!). Now they have moved closer to Paternoster and I
believe it’s good to support this young couple in their new
venture!

Cost of the day
which includes
transport
and lunch
is R480

Booking and
payment
deadline is
Friday
25th May

The NEW Mondvol Restaurant outside Paternoster
I recently attended a morning wedding reception at this
lovely venue. Beautiful open flowing structure with large
veranda set in tranquil country setting. The food served at
the function was not only tasty and very freshly prepared
but presented with an understated elegance.
Trip Advisor—20/4/2018
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Thursday
28th June

Come with me to Kikka in Paarl

Kikka has always been in Paarl Main
Road with their divine flower shop. Now
expansion has seen them opening a new
restaurant in the Old Paarl Prison
called Kikka Boulevard. We start our
morning at the flower shop with a
demonstration of the making of a posy,
followed by lunch at the new Kikka
Boulevard. More details in June.
ZEITZ MUSEUM—SILO HOTEL– Wednesday 16th May?
On our train trip to Elgin on Sunday 29th April
several of you chatted about visiting the Zeitz Museum.
On a Wednesday South Africans get in FREE to the museum.
Let’s DO IT one Wednesday real soon!!
This is just an extra item added to our program—I will not hire a coach—
let’s share lifts and I’ll find somewhere with Winter specials to enjoy lunch at
the Waterfront after our museum visit! (I’ll just co-ordinate the bookings).
For those of you who would like to do this contact me ASAP
I am suggesting WEDNESDAY 16TH MAY
JULY 26TH—TIME OUT IS 18
It’s time to, once again, celebrate our birthday
I would value your opinion - Each year I have tried to get donated gifts to hand
out for presents. With corporates this has become almost impossible!
I would like to suggest that we don’t have gifts this year and instead all give a
donation to a charity

‘FOR IT IS IN GIVING THAT WE RECEIVE’
Let me have your opinion ASAP p.l.e.a.s.e!

I had a lot of fun calling back the past!!
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